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A game problem is analyzed of the encounter of a strictly linear system with 

a terminal set with a strong structure, being the union of a finite number of 
convex sets. In particular, this problem includes the problem of the pursuit of 
an escaping object by several controlled objects. Two types of sufficient solv- 
ability conditions are obtained for the encounter problem. The paper is clcse- 
ly related to the investigations in [l -41. 

The motion of an object in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space E” can be de+ 
cribed by the equation 

2’ = AZ + cp (u, u), UE u, vev (1) 

where A is a square nxn -matrix, cp (u, u) is a function continuous in all its 
arguments, and u and v are compacta in En . The terminal set kf is the union 
ofsets ikli*, . . ., Mv*, where each of the MS* has the form Mi* = Ml” + 
Mi; Mi” are linear subspaces of E”, and Mi are closed convex sets belonging to 

the orthogonal complements of Mt” in E” . The problem is to find conditions on 

the parameters of game (1) that ensure the encounter of system (1) from a specified in- 
itial position with terminal set M (the end of game (1) ) in finite time. we say that 
game (1) with z (0) = z,, can be completed in finite time if a number T (zo) exists 
and from the current state z (t) and u (t) we can construct a measurable function 

u (t), u (t) EU, 0 < t < T (z,), where u (t) is an arbitrary piecewise-continu- 

ous function with values from V , such that the inclusion z (tr) E M, where t1 < 

T (z,,) , holds for the corresponding trajectories [2]. 

By Li we denote the orthogonal complement of Mi” in E” and by n:i we 

denote the operator of orthogonal projection from E” onto Li. Then the inclus- 

ion z (t) E M is equivalent to the existence of a number i such that nis (t) E 

Mi. The support function of set Mi* has the form 

( 
gg (27 4% * E Li 

Whf,*.(qq = f 
c-9 9-CELf 

We assume that the sets K (Mi) = {$ : 11, E Li, WM* (9) < m} are nonempty 

and closed and that the functions ~~~ ($) are continuous on K (Mt), i = 1, . 

* -9 
IYet 

We assume as well that set cp (V, v) is convex for any u E V. 
Ni (q), i = 1, . . .,Y I be continuous bounded convex- valued mappings 

with values in 2n: defined on some compactum Q, and let Xi be closed convex sets 

from Li , where the functions Wxi (q) are continuous on K (Xi). We denote 
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We see that the minimum over I# is achieved on elements of set - K (Xi). 

L e m m a 1. For an element q* E 0 to exists such that 

iii, (Ni (q*) f-l Xi) = $ 

it is necessary and sufficient that 
72,” ,=“f,a*t hi (?I) < 0 

Y 

The proof follows from Theorem I.. 1. in [Z]. 
We form the sets 

y = (9 : $ = ($1, * - .&L II 41 II = 1, -4% E -w 

H={a:a=(a~,..., %)9 ,>o,i&i=k ai=@ 

and we consider attainability set of system (1) from an initial position z in the time 

t for a fixed control v ( *) 

D(t,z,v(*)) = qt>z+ iqt --‘)‘P(U,u(T))dr 

w (t) = AQ, (t), 0 (0; = I 

See [4] with regard to the integration of convex sets. The set D (t, 2, V(-)) is clos- 

ed and convex. Having projected set D (t, z, v(s)) onto a subspace Li and comput- 

ed the support function of the resultant set, we introduce the following functions into 

consideration: 

hi (6 2, v (*)> = ,,;Er [WDU, 2, v(.)) (I%) + Wiq (- $)I, i = 1, . . . , v 

h(hz) = ~,~~i~~~_~ hiv9~,v(~)) 
Y 

We see that z ‘?Z ikf if and only if h (0, z) < 0. 
set 

For ‘II, E Y, cc E H we 
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Lemma 2. The inequality 

h (6 2) > a, (t, x), t > 0, z E E” 

holds. If equality (2) is fulfilled, then 

h (t, z) > h” (t, z), t > 0, s E En 

Proof. If AI,..., h, are certain numbers, then the equality 
Y 

(3) 

(4) 

is valid. Then, using the minimax theorem [S], the inequality connecting minimax 

with maximin, and using (2), we obtain 

a (I, 2) = min max jjcz& (I, 2, v (a)) > min min max $j (uiWD(,, z, .(.,,(j$)+ 
N.) Ann i=, QEY!‘c VI .) OSH i-1 

w tt9 z1 4i) = (@* ct> $i, z, + / $Frzt (o* (r) $i, Cp (Up V)) dlY 

iii (t7 s) = min [W (t, 2, qi) + WM* (- $i)], qi E Li, i = 1, 
ll%lf=1 

A similar function was introduced in [2]. Let 

;z; i$I (ai@,” @) $,i, cp (U? v)) = 

Y 

. ., Y 

(5) 

Lemma 3. Let equality (5) be fulfilled. Then 

h, (t, z) >i=yx hi (t, z), t > 0, z E E” 
, . . . . v 

P r 0 0 f. Since 

(6) 

then, by virtue of equality (4), from (5) we have 
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We deftme fnnctions T* (2) and ?“, (z) as follows: function T* (4 ([L”, (ZH 
eqnals the greatest lower bound of the roots of the equation A* (t, a) = 0 (h, (t, 

4 = 0), t > 0. If the equation has no roots, we set T* (z) ( T, (2)) equal to 

+ 00. we see that T* (z) \< T, (2). The next Lemma reveals the true sense of 
function T* (2). 

L e m m a 4. Let T* (2”) < + 00 and let equality (2) be fulfilled. Then 
for any measurable function u (6) E V, 0 < t < T* (z”) , a measurable function 
u (t) E U exists such that z (T* (3)) E M. 

The proof follows from Lemmas 1 and 2, 
In what follows we shall derive two types of sufficient conditions ensuring the end 

of game (1) by the time T* (2). Similar conditions can be obtained for the fime 

T,’ (4. We consider the May-valn~ mappings 

H (k 2, 9) = {a: u (k 2, % 9) = nM& j.r (t, 2, o, 9)) 

y (6 2) = {‘II: rrM&+ (t, 2, a, I/7) = h* (t, z), 

and we introduce the function 

min max 23 (cllQ* (0 $i, cp (u, 7~)) 
UEV uEUi=l 

In what follows we assume that mapping H (t, z, $) is con~uous in $I on set Y 
(t, Z) for fixed (t, z). We assume the ~l~lment of the second inequality from 
Lemma 2. 

T h e o r e m l. Let the conditions 

a) minmax i; (~~*~~*(z))~~, a,(~, u))>O 
trEV UEG’ &=I 

V $ EY (T’ (4, 4, a cz l-3 (T” (4, 2, 9); 

b) for each u” there exists u” such that 

be fulfilled at each point z for which 0 <T*(a) < m . Then game (l), starting from 
point ZO, T* (zo) < 00, can be completed in a time no greater than T* (20) + 

e, where a is an arbitrary positive number. 
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Theorem 2. Lettheconditions 
a) set Y (t, 2) consists of a single vector 9 

neighborhood of (7’” (zl), I?}; 
(t, z) for all t and z from some 

b) set H (t, 2, V (t, 2)) consists of a single element a (t, z) for all t and z 
from the neighborhood mentioned; 

c) the maximum of the expression 

jj % (t, 4 (Q* Q) 4% (t, 21, (P (u, v>) 

over U is achieved on a single vector ZJ (t, z, V) for all t and z from the neighbor- 
hood mentioned and v e V, be fulfilled at each point z1 for which 0 < T* (9) 
(00. Then game (1) can be completed in a time not exceeding T* (zo) ,where 

zs is the initial position of game (l), under any pie~ew~e-conti~ons controlv (t) 
applied by the opponent. 

Note. Theorem 2 is true even without assumption b), but then condition 
c) must be fulfilled with some a E. H (T* (zl), 9, t# (T* (S), 6)). 

Theorems 1 and 2 are proved similarly as in [6] by the methods suggested in [Z]. 
Au interesting case is when relation (6) is fulfilled as a strict inequality. The 

following example of a pursuit problem illustrates this situation. 

E x a m p 1 e. The motion of pursuers and escaping are described by the equations 

“i’ = Uil 11 Ui II< U, i = 1,2, pi E En, P. > 2 

y‘ = u, 112, IIf 1, a > 1, Y E En 

The pursuit ends at the instant that one of the equalities 11 Xi (t) - Y (n I/ < E, I = f,z 
is fulfilled. Assuming that the players’ initial positions satisfy the conditions 

and carrying out the corresponding calculations, we obtain the inequality 

h, (1, 2”) > A, (t, zO) = h, (t, ZO), z* = (trO, xzo, Y”) 

and, consequently 

T* (2”) < 
II “iO - Y”ll- e 

U- 1 ’ 
i=1,2 

In this example conditions b) and c) of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, while condition a) 
is fulfilled for the initial positions and all current positions arising in this game if con- 
trol u is chosen from condition c) of Theorem 2. 
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